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ABSTRACT

Nowadays, the capture and storage of images and videos are easy with the advancement of technology in camera. But this images and videos can get easily contaminated by noise due to the characteristics of the image sensors due to this they are mostly blurred so we can loss important data. To avoid this problem we propose an algorithm for segmentation based on Gaussian mixture model (GMM) and restoration technique with spatial smoothness constraints. The researchers worked on single type of image but the different environmental images are may be affected due to different noises so that researched work is not suitable for all environmental conditions. The proposed algorithm is works on the all type of images, which can remove noises from different diverse field of images with calculating different image parameter. From all of this we can get the optimum solution of suitable filters for combination of image and noise for reduction of noise by comparing of all of that. Here we also present the algorithm for video segmentation & restoration.
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1. INTRODUCTION

Nowadays capturing of Images video with advanced cameras is sophisticated. However, it typically contains some degree of noise and blurriness. In low-light situations, due to camera moving can disturb an image. If the exposure time reduced to remove blur due to motion in the scene, intensity and noise may be increased beyond acceptable levels. The act of restoring an image to remove noise and blur is typically an under-constrained problem. Information lost during an observation process needs to be restored with prior information about original images to achieve real visualization. Image segmentation is another major problem in image processing and computer vision. Image segmentation is the process of separating or grouping an image into different parts. These parts normally correspond to something that humans can easily separate and view as individual objects. Computers have no means of intelligently recognizing objects, and so many different histograms, or information about the pixels that indicate edges or boundaries or texture information. When a process of classification approaches the problem of image segmentation, several methods exist. Finite mixture models have attracted considerable interest for image segmentation. However, the application of finite mixture models to image segmentation presents some difficulties. For the classical mixture statistical, each pixel must be associated with exactly one class. This assumption may be not realistic.

Thus, several methods have been proposed to circumvent this problem. This approach provide satisfactory results in many case, but most case the assumption of a single Gaussian distribution typically limits image segmentation accuracy. For the process of image segmentation and restoration algorithm developed based on Gaussian mixture model, which based on a parametric model in which the probability density function of the gray levels in the image is a mixture of Gaussian density functions. This model has received considerable attention in the development of segmentation and restoration algorithms and it is applicable for all types of image i.e. the natural image, underwater image, biomedical image and it improves the image quality by calculating different quality parameters of image. Our main work is to process on both static and dynamic images from different diverse field of images.

2. LITERATURE SURVEY

The various algorithms for images and video segmentation based on background and foreground gives by Heikkila and Olli, Pfinder, w/ Lots, Halvey, cutler, and wallflower [1]. From this method, a few methods are expensive and others, which are not expensive, are not giving reliable segmentation. The various methods proposed by researchers for segmentation process [2] K. Satish gives a concept about Automatic Image Segmentation using Wavelets [3]. Matthew Marsh defines a various different segmentation techniques [4]. Christopher’s Nikou [5] give a new concept on A new Bayesian model for image segmentation Gaussian mixture models (GMM) with spatial smoothness constraints. Mohand Said Allili [9] gives the concept segmentation with Wavelet Modeling Using Finite Mixture of Generalized Gaussian Distributions. An EM algorithm developed to estimate parameters of the Gaussian mixtures model. The research works on Image restoration as Anil L Wanare [6] gives Optimum solution for Linear Restoration in the Spatial Domain. Formating gradient [7] distributions Gaussian mixture modeling and efficient Gaussian mixture model gives the concept of GMM model. S.-J. Ko and S.-J. Lee and D. Brownrig gives the concept of restoring of image of weighted median filter [10][11]. The concept of median filter is also explained by T. Sun and Y. Neuvo and D. Florencio and R. Schafer [12][13].How-Lung Eng explain the switching median filter for the restoring of images[14]. However, the no one was work on different images of diverse field of images. Here we proposed the method, which is work for segmentation of video, and Images on GMM (Gaussian Mixture Model) based method and restoring of video as well as different diverse field images with spatial domain filters like median filter, mean filter and wiener filter and one wavelet transformation filter based on GMM.
3. PROPOSED METHODOLOGY

Our proposed system based on Gaussian mixture model for segmentation and restoration of dynamic and static image. Segmentation is the process of dividing an image into different types of regions or classes, recognizing of objects etc by machine. All of these can do after segmentation of image. Restoration of image i.e. removing of noise can do after segmentation process. We use here static and dynamic image. Static images are of 5 types i.e. biomedical image, underwater image, natural image, aerial image, texture image this images may be have different noises such as salt & pepper noise, Gaussian noise, speckle noise and Poisson noise. Here the noise is assumed to be additive and its mean is zero. The images with noise is can be expressed in following equation

\[ I = P+N, E(N) = 0 \]  
\[ I \] - image with noise.
\[ P \] - Original image.
\[ N \] - Added noise whose mathematical expectation is zero.

\[ E(I) = E(P+N) \]
\[ = E(P) + E(N) \]
\[ = E(P) \]  

\[ 3.1 \text{ Implementation of segmentation and Restoration algorithm} \]

The segmentation algorithm based on a GMM algorithm. In addition, for the restoration process we use total four filters, three of spatial domain name as Mean filter, median filter and wiener filter. Moreover, one from transform Domain is wavelet filter based GMM. The flowchart of overall concept of proposed methodology is in fig.1

3.1.1 Apply input images
First we have to be apply the video or frames as a input which may be noisy or noiseless

3.1.2 Setting up Gaussian parameters
The number of file formats used in multimedia continues to proliferate. The length, width, frames per second, file format Number of frames is noted. The frames of the videos analyzed. The Gaussian parameters required for image are mean \( \mu \), standard deviation \( \sigma \), weight \( \omega \) of each model are pre declared to \( \mu_{INIT}, \sigma_{INIT}, \omega_i \) for \( 1/G \) \((i=1, 2, \ldots, G)\). The value of the \( \mu_{INIT} \) is significantly disturbs primer sequence of the process. The value of \( \sigma_{INIT} \) is directly proportional to the updating rate. That is why \( \sigma \) should be selected as a moderate value in for better background and foreground separation.

3.2 Segmentation Algorithm
The segmentation algorithm is shown in Fig. 2

3.2.1 Matching Assessment
There will be the Threshold for light variations like the objects, which becomes static after a particular time. Shadow, and light illumination determined by experiments and a suitable value had chosen due to this de-noising effect does not get degraded.

Fig. 1 flow chart of the proposed concept

Fig. 2 GMM based segmentation algorithm
Diff = threshold * sigma \tag{3}

Where, Diff is the absolute value of difference between current frame pixel value and mean of G model. Further to the execution of the equation the rate at which the reconfiguring matching values is determined and weight variance and sigma are being changed accordingly. This change follows on three different classifications. On matching weights, variance, and mean being modified, for least weighed model. On un-matching the variance is restored with initial value, weight is multiplied with a factor of 0.5 and mean is changed with pixel of current frame. On a special case where matching value exceeding background proportion needs model optimization but at phased manner in order to do that weight, variance, and mean being modify for all three GMM models. The parameters of the distribution are up-dated as shown in Equation (4-6). The update factor varies according to the, matching judgment process.

$$
\mu = (1- \rho) \mu + \rho \mu \\
\sigma = \sqrt{1 - \rho \sigma^2 + \rho(x - \mu)^2}
$$

The update factor varies according to the, matching judgment process. The update equations for the slight and deep variations cases are as follows:

$$
\rho = e^{\frac{(x-\mu)^2}{2\sigma^2}} \tag{6}
$$

$$
\rho = \beta \frac{\alpha}{\sigma} \tag{7}
$$

Where, \( \rho \) is directly proportional to \( \alpha \) and it has a major impact in the update speed of \( \mu-\sigma \). As the weight changes, \( \rho \) may become very large, even larger than one, so it is necessary to set an upper limitation for \( \rho \). One of the significant advantages of this method is that when something allowed becoming part of the background, it does not destroy the existing model of the background. Therefore, if an object is stationary just long enough to become part of the background and then it moves, the distribution describing the previous background still exists with the same \( \mu \) and \( \sigma \), but a lower \( \omega \) and will be quickly re-incorporated into the background.

### 3.2.3 Scrutinization of Content:

Based on the matching assessment, silhouette image generated. Background proportion value help us in assisting the pixel whether it belongs to foreground and slighter variation in background. Background proportion threshold should be a trade-off value, on selection of higher value leads to delayed optimization of background model and lower value will fail to identify foreground.

### 3.3 Restoration Process

Restoration process of model is as follows

Based on the silhouette frame de-noising is applied. In that frame, largely 60 to 70 background and rest will occupy percentage of the frame by foreground. Here we apply same filter for foreground and background. We apply first median filter [14], mean filter [20], wiener filter [19], and wavelet filter based on GMM [18]. After separating, the frames of foreground and Background apply this filter to each combination of image and noise.

### 4. RESULT AND EXPERIMENT

This section presents the results obtained from the experimentation on the proposed GMM segmentation and restoration algorithm by applying spatial domain filters and transform domain filter. Here Barclay’s standard images are used. Initially the process is apply on the static images for the comparative analyses on the base of various parameters which gives a suitable optimal solution for the selection of filter with respect combination of noise and types of image. The proposed system is applied to all combination of images i.e. medical images, natural images, aerial images and texture images with noises like salt & pepper, Gaussian noise, speckle noise and Poisson noise to get a solution for which combination of noise and image we should apply the filter from spatial domain or from transform domains wavelet based GMM. Here shows the output for the medical images with different noises by applying different filters.

![Fig. 3 GMM Segmentation and restoration process on medical image with salt and Pepper noise with mean filter.](image1)

![Fig. 4 GMM Segmentation and restoration process on medical image with Gaussian noise with mean filter](image2)
Table I Comparison between filters for different combination of noise and images

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Database</th>
<th>Noise</th>
<th>Applied filters</th>
<th>Performance parameter</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td>PSNR (dB)</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Medical image</td>
<td>Salt &amp; Pepper Noise</td>
<td>Mean filter</td>
<td>18.4229</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>Gaussian noise</td>
<td></td>
<td>27.9243</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>Poisson noise</td>
<td></td>
<td>36.8207</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>Speckle noise</td>
<td></td>
<td>31.8439</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>Salt &amp; Pepper Noise</td>
<td>Median filter</td>
<td>27.4036</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>Gaussian noise</td>
<td></td>
<td>28.5022</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

|                     |                     |                 | PSNR (dB) | MSE (dB) |
| Natural image       | Salt & Pepper Noise | Mean filter     | 18.8159   | 854.0    |
|                     | Gaussian noise      |                 | 26.712    | 130.93   |
|                     | Poisson noise       |                 | 30.674    | 55.6751  |
|                     | Speckle noise       |                 | 26.960    | 130.923  |
|                     | Salt & Pepper Noise | Median filter   | 25.8275   | 169.953  |
|                     | Gaussian noise      |                 | 26.1422   | 158.075  |
|                     | Poisson noise       |                 | 30.8532   | 53.4275  |
|                     | Speckle noise       |                 | 24.8221   | 214.225  |
|                     | Salt & Pepper Noise | Wiener filter   | 14.143    | 2504.7   |
|                     | Gaussian noise      |                 | 20.530    | 575.51   |
|                     | Poisson noise       |                 | 20.648    | 560.02   |
|                     | Speckle noise       |                 | 20.473    | 583.11   |
|                     | Salt & Pepper Noise | GMM based Filter| 20.053    | 642.27   |
|                     | Gaussian noise      |                 | 27.513    | 115.26   |
|                     | Poisson noise       |                 | 24.857    | 212.50   |
|                     | Speckle noise       |                 | 23.776    | 272.51   |
| Satellite image     | Salt & Pepper Noise | Mean filter     | 19.176    | 786.09   |
|                     | Gaussian noise      |                 | 23.344    | 301.02   |
|                     | Poisson noise       |                 | 23.347    | 300.80   |
|                     | Speckle noise       |                 | 22.625    | 355.24   |
|                     | Salt & Pepper Noise | Median filter   | 21.903    | 419.53   |

Fig. 5 GMM Segmentation and restoration process on medical image with Poisson noise with mean filter

Fig. 6 GMM Segmentation and restoration process on medical image with speckle noise with mean filter

Natural image

Fig. 5 GMM Segmentation and restoration process on medical image with Poisson noise with mean filter

Fig. 6 GMM Segmentation and restoration process on medical image with speckle noise with mean filter
used, if medical images getting mixed with speckle noise wiener filter is best.

when the satellite images is mixed with Poisson noise then median filter can be used, if satellite images mixed with salt & pepper noise then median filter is best, if satellite image is with Gaussian noise then mean filter can be used, if satellite images getting mixed with speckle noise mean filter is usable.

when the natural images is blurred due to Poisson noise then median filter can be used, if natural images disturbed by salt & pepper noise then median filter is best, if natural image is with Gaussian noise then GMM based wavelet filter can be used, if natural images getting mixed with speckle noise mean filter can apply.

when the texture images is mixed with Poisson noise then median filter can be used, if texture images disturbed by salt & pepper noise then median filter is best, if texture image is with Gaussian noise then mean filter can be used, if texture images getting mixed with speckle noise mean filter is used.

5. CONCLUSION

In this paper present the method of segmentation algorithm for images and video based on the Gaussian mixture model. It segmented the image that means it gives the texture information of the image. In this paper we have used four different filters namely mean, median, wiener and wavelet filters based on Gaussian mixture model at restoration stage. We have used four different types of noises namely salt & pepper, Gaussian noise, Poisson noise and speckle noise. These noises added to the different diverse field of images like medical images, natural images, satellite images and texture images and that noisy images are filtered out by using each filter and we concluded that which filter can remove which type of noise smartly. So that, we can increases the system compatibility with different environmental conditions.
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